Title word cross-reference


$^*$ [598]. $^*$-tree [598].

- dimensional [1110]. - Nearest [1495].
- Shape [2578, 2579]. - tree [1570, 1190].
- trees [2008, 1095, 1748, 256, 687, 1258].
- valued [698].

.KBMS [924].
2


4th [1455].

5 [1931]. 5th [1569, 2372].

6.0 [770]. 6th [2485].

7 [1937, 2214]. 7.0 [1553]. 72 [42]. 7th [2216].

'84 [2622, 2623]. 8th [2555, 2426, 2255].


ADEPT [1588]. Aditya [2534]. Administering [221, 1303]. Administration [1478, 53]. Ado [1317].

ADO.NET [2236]. ADS [1071]. Advanced [1881, 952, 740, 2557, 1765, 2405, 1062, 678, 924, 1177]. Advancements [2105].


Agent-Based [1386, 1607, 1588, 1198]. Agent-Oriented [2047]. Agents [1592, 1669, 1605]. Aggregate
[534, 877]. Buffers [1003]. Build [2524].
buffers [768, 324]. Building
[1633, 735, 1585, 2327, 732, 1398, 2157, 2614, 2312, 876, 770, 1945, 1907, 2284]. bulk
[1377]. bullet [1977]. Buneman
[2044, 2353]. Bunge [2123]. burned [2219].
busby [661, 1251]. Business
[2485, 2555, 1545, 2384, 1753, 1588, 1764, 2449, 2528, 1918, 1754, 70, 1863, 2283, 1914, 913, 2425, 1944, 1916, 1843, 2244, 208].
Business-to-Business [1764, 1918].
businesses [730]. BX [2404]. byte [406].
Byzantine [2499].

C [101, 100, 2088, 66, 2374, 2388, 849, 1163, 2232]. C-SPARQL [2374]. C. [2120].
Cache [1748, 681, 1778, 1374, 1560]. cached [1826].
caches [579]. Caching
[1540, 988, 1504, 1572, 594, 860, 1261, 1260, 1841, 680, 1869, 1286, 2043]. CAD
[666, 321, 1433, 334, 397, 908, 693, 194].
CAD/CAM [397]. Cadlab [1179].
CAiSE*00 [1764]. CALANDA [1187].
Calculus
[1702, 562, 555, 1107, 884, 267, 2259].
Calendar [950, 2169]. California [2163].
Call [13, 1582, 2419, 2442, 2501, 2142].
Called [1329]. Calls [27, 1898]. came
[2120]. Camps [1331]. can
[1974, 1989, 2231, 2071, 827, 768, 2176, 2401].
Canada [2621]. Candidate [1708].
Candidates [2130]. canonical [715].
Capabilities [1654, 740]. Capability
[1311, 1557]. CapBasED [1311].
CapBasED-AMS [1311]. capture
[560, 494]. carbohydrate [2075].
Cardinality [2258]. Career
[1894, 2401, 2463]. Career-enhancing
[1894]. Carlo [2591]. Carlson [101].
Carnot [914, 1151]. Cartesiant [1251].
Casati [2122]. Case
[1217, 1575, 1414, 2546, 1368, 2234, 1939, 442, 467, 2115, 1412, 554, 346]. Catalog
[1844, 135]. Catalogs [1585]. Catching
[1517]. Categorization [1508, 259].
categorizing [1802]. Catriel [2433].
Cattell [2552]. CDB’04 [2153]. Center
[705, 2163, 2151, 2542, 2465, 2336, 2435, 1325, 704, 2455, 963, 1202]. Centered
[1678]. centers [2501]. Centralized
[706, 254]. Centre [196]. Centric
[2513, 941, 940, 2484]. Century [1238]. Ceri
[2252]. certification [315]. CGI [1699].
Cgi-bin [1699]. chain [1920, 1780]. chair
[2549, 887, 558, 1142, 1687]. Challenges
[2540, 2457, 1753, 2558, 1072, 2516, 2543, 2582, 991, 2502, 1351, 1350, 2427, 2081, 2147, 2197, 891, 1413, 2325, 2430, 1882, 2013, 2102, 2145, 1899, 2019, 889, 1980, 2360, 2348].
Chamberlain [99]. Champaign [1964].
change [2437]. Chang [1943]. Change
[1292, 1372, 1571, 1698, 846, 832, 1926, 2176].
Changes
[2529, 2580, 2195, 2220, 2245, 1538].
Changing [1487, 1065, 1044]. character
[104]. characteristics [794].
Characterization [1072, 461, 235, 563].
categorizations [1849, 2149].
characterizing [2388]. charging [1710].
Chase [1731, 266]. chasing [2294].
Chaudhuri [1417, 2335]. cheap [423].
checking [510, 1953, 294, 1288]. Chicago
[2228, 1965]. children [2408]. CHIMERA
[1171]. Chin [2614]. choose [2085].
choosing [2230]. chopping [795].
Christopher [2397]. Christos [2193].
Chunks [1504]. CICS [1246]. CIM [1168].
circuit [322, 1908]. Citation [2186, 2187].
citation-based [2187]. Citations [2588].
Cite [2588]. CITRI [829]. City [1983].
CiVeDi [2096]. Claremont [2315]. Class
[939, 1678, 487, 714, 1252, 1152, 1268].
class-division [1115]. Classes
[2611, 1094, 156, 718, 719, 1804, 89].
CLASSIC [507]. Classification
[1683, 1484, 474, 1898, 109]. classify [1802].
classifying [1804]. classroom [501].

e-business [1914, 1843]. E-commerce [1765, 1944, 1780, 1584, 1762]. e-mail [1901].
EDBT’02 [1981]. EDBT’04 [2092]. Eddies [1730, 2057]. Edgar [2028]. Edge [2618].
education [557]. Educational [1601].
Enabling [1841, 1586]. Enactment [2459, 2495]. Encapsulation [577, 91].
Encina [906]. Encoding [1635, 2150].
Encrypted [2589, 2282]. encryption [2360].
encyclopedia [2440]. End [136, 569, 67, 1908, 279, 208, 706, 278]. end-to-end [1908]. End-User [569, 208].
EnDM [2466, 2494, 2553]. endogamy [2469]. Energy [990, 2037, 2466, 2494, 2553, 2369, 2501, 2497, 2407, 2522].
energy-efficient [2497, 2407]. enforce [363]. enforcement [280]. Enforcing [1410].
Engine [2605, 1027, 1846, 2387]. engineer [971]. Engineering
Handwritten, handyman [971].
Haystack [2527, 1804, 2351]. Healey [135]. Heuristics [536]. Heterogeneous
[2533, 1802]. hiding [1265]. Hierarchical
[2248, 1803, 1989, 127, 526, 90, 395, 2051, 100]. hierarchically [1292]. Hierarchies
[1700, 156, 487, 159, 356]. Hierarchy [1484, 509]. High [1714, 1490, 1390, 1529, 477, 1400, 1547, 1144, 769, 1401, 1548, 1728, 1711, 73, 1544, 1562, 467, 1202, 2255, 1023, 1799, 1784, 85, 787, 1828, 511, 1813, 2202, 86, 799, 380, 90, 170, 2448, 1829, 381, 238, 805, 1934, 678, 706, 310, 1870, 2409].
High-Availability [1728, 511].
High-Dimensional
[1400, 1401, 1529, 1828, 1813, 1829, 1934].
high-end [706]. high-impact [2409].
high-level [90, 678, 310].
High-Performance [1390, 1562, 381].
High-Scale [1548]. high-throughput
[2448]. higher [514]. higher-order [514].
Highly [1374, 1842]. HIKM [2262].
Hilbert [1785]. him [2335, 2401]. HiPAC
[420]. Histogram [1519, 1814, 1813, 1123].
Histograms
[1633, 1520, 1815, 433, 1275, 2244].
historical [302, 528]. History [1476, 2244].
Hoc [1394, 2001, 2056, 3]. HODFA [1092].
hold [891]. holistic [2111]. home [2294].
Homogenizing [1092]. Honey [1659].
Hong [1221]. Hongjun [2144]. hope [622].
Hopkins [2390]. Horizontal [206, 232].
horizontally [289]. hostage [2267]. Hot
[1265, 2091]. HP [728]. HPCC [965, 986].
HPI [2587]. hub [1913]. Hull [2597].
Human [368, 2534]. Human-Powered
[2534]. husband [2230]. Hy [919]. hybrid
[2349]. HYDRO [646]. Hygraph [919].
Hygraph-based [919]. HyperBase [953].
Hypergraph [1129]. hyperinflation [2409].
Hyperion [2021]. Hyperlinks [1508].
HyperStorM [1303]. hypertabular [1341].
Hypertext [1508, 1664, 953, 969, 334].
Hypothetical [1389].
Ian [2088]. IBM [704, 2509, 2305, 902, 951, 2120, 2156].
ICDE [2240]. Iceberg [1647, 1796, 1798].
Iceberg-cube [1798]. icons [335, 1175].
icons-based [335]. IDEA [1565, 1250].
ideas [86, 2294]. identification
[2079, 563, 490, 1901]. Identify [1622].
Identifying [1716, 2399]. identity
[516, 699, 711, 660]. idf [2257, 2280].
IDISKs [1575]. IDLOG [572]. Idreos
[2598]. IDS [1896]. IEEE [2229, 1466, 2129, 2191].
IFCIS [1481]. IFIP [60, 2340]. IFO [1189, 1093].
ignore [2353]. II [1953, 690, 87]. IIT
[2253, 2464]. iiWAS [2263]. IIWeb [2049].
Illustra [1245]. Image
[1082, 1421, 1650, 1173, 1866, 1364]. Images
[1083, 1758, 969, 2088, 2080]. imaginary
managers [1199].
Managing [1212, 2075, 322, 2034, 1533, 472, 2088, 1007, 1614, 643, 1666, 791, 2325, 691, 2077, 503, 1795, 932, 2423, 2408].
managment [1199].
Manifesto [1322, 1321, 616, 1096, 2138, 727].
manipulating [1276]. manipulation [2505, 846, 608, 68, 8, 574]. Many [1983].
mapping [2359, 1859, 265, 1837]. MapReduce [2615, 2352, 2421, 2612]. MapReduce-Based [2612]. maps [657, 84].
Massively [1041, 2594, 2571, 1308, 1307, 1254].
Mastering [2549]. match [551, 449].
Matching [1025, 593, 2112, 1432, 2114, 2231, 2111, 2395, 104, 1185, 2319].
Mathematical [1082, 68]. matters [2156]. max [1364, 2226].
Max-Planck [2226]. May [2228, 2631, 34].
Mediated [1683, 1132]. Mediating [168].
Mediation [1557, 1181]. Mediator [1422, 1362, 1363, 1261, 1260]. Mediators [1556, 1497, 1654].
Medical [2482, 1072, 2457, 1364, 915, 455]. Medium [1671]. Medium-dimensionality [1671].
MEDUSA [1047, 2508]. meet [1444].
Meeting [34, 2623, 2622, 743]. Meets [2136, 2287, 33, 1569, 1545, 2372, 2191, 2582, 1455].
mega [2478]. mega-modeling [2478].
Melbourne [2361]. member [936]. Members [24, 1593]. memoir [2028].
memorial [2296]. memoriam [2179].
memory-resident [381]. memoryless [679]. Men [1660]. Mendelzon [2179].
mentor [2301, 1436]. menu [604].
Meta [436, 1086, 205, 1082, 1387, 347, 1358].
meta-information [1358]. meta-searching [1387].
Metadata [1083, 1079, 1080, 1085, 1084, 1051, 2108, 1078, 1466, 1771, 2100].
metadatabase [726]. metanoia [1840].
metasearch [1812]. Method [1651, 601, 993, 1715, 598, 360, 1857, 246, 1559, 238, 803, 781, 664, 1265, 805, 861, 855, 1257].
methodological [430]. methodologies [293].
Multi-Dimensional [1475, 1399, 1742, 2063, 1281, 1747, 658, 1785, 433].
Multi-disk [688]. multi-domain [455].
multi-join [2571, 1113]. multi-key [269].
Multi-Layer [2551]. multi-level [781, 643].
multi-linear [523]. multi-media [793].
Multi-Objective [1516]. multi-organizational [1909].
multi-paradigm [1192, 1987]. multi-parametric [1818].
multi-policy [2201]. multi-query [1822].
Multi-Resolution [1679, 1830]. Multi-Similarity [1516].
Multi-Stage [1737]. Multi-Step [1005, 1495].
Multi-system [941, 940]. Multi-table [1191].
Multi-Terabyte [1746]. multi-user [1127].
Multiattribute [344]. Multidatabase [445, 618, 944, 1050, 1613, 912, 994, 588, 923, 1128, 713, 905, 1049, 1195, 823, 1289, 917, 721].
MultiMediaMiner [1563]. multimodel [713]. multipaging [492]. Multiple [1423, 1404, 1004, 1410, 1618, 1094, 184, 1505, 935, 1974, 1859, 258, 1306, 294, 599, 750, 674, 84].
Multiple-Data [1423]. multiple-level [1306]. Multiplex [2116]. multiprocess [123]. multiprocessor [292, 512, 104].
MultiView [1312]. multiway [255, 725]. musical [413]. must [495].
Neighbour [1570]. Neptune [334]. Nested [677, 528, 2150, 2104, 527, 374, 463, 392, 701, 2161, 933, 384].
Next [1328, 1705, 2549, 2557, 2355, 1525, 1529, 95, 1327, 1685, 971, 78, 1089].
Next-Generation [1328, 1327]. NF [384].
Ninth [2152]. No [2133, 495]. NoDoSE [1506]. nomadic [886].
Non [377, 653, 1158, 206, 2163, 110, 502, 663, 107]. non-BCNF [206]. Non-deterministic

Science [2526, 1221, 1446, 2599, 2560, 2069, 1360, 2071, 1692, 2164, 2465, 2120, 2392, 2390].

Sciences [2215, 2541, 2081, 1891, 2072, 910].

Scientific [2390, 2208, 2229, 797, 2184, 1682, 998, 1981, 2406, 621, 2167, 737, 752, 2159, 1456, 2161, 2162, 430, 815, 2210, 1185, 2168, 2166, 2165].

Scientists [937, 1329]. SciFlow [2229].


searches [1791]. Searching [1496, 1614, 105, 1857, 120, 1387, 256, 2414].

SEAS [2536]. Seattle [2069]. Second [875, 2213, 1159, 2495, 2238, 2561, 2371, 1466, 2494, 1765]. Second-order [875].

secondary [106]. Secretary [114, 96].

Section [1580, 972, 1355, 2159, 1599].

Secure [1409, 1515, 648, 582, 1234, 2051, 2223].


Seeded [1006]. Seek [1560]. Segment [658, 783, 117]. segmentation [1811].

Selected [633]. selecting [200]. Selection [1635, 1021, 2557, 1701, 1861, 2181, 2082, 2431, 1822, 855]. Selections [1636].

Selective [2024]. selectives [369].


Semi [1506, 1449, 1282, 2079, 1860].

Semi-automatic [1282, 1860].

Semi-Automatically [1506].

Semi-Structured [1506, 1449, 2079].

Semijuin [1571]. Seminar [2068, 2322, 2404, 2405]. Semint [1182].

Semiring [2443]. Semiring-annotated [2443].

Semistructured [1450, 1606, 1653, 1451, 1445, 1452, 1454, 1507, 1655, 2044, 1789, 1905, 1856, 1453, 1305, 1448].

Sense [2357, 642]. sensed [241]. Sensing [2558, 2054].

Sensor [2278, 2030, 2070, 2035, 2033, 2034, 2039, 2053, 2056, 2031, 2037, 2032, 2040, 2038, 2051, 2052, 916, 1952].

SENTINEL [1435]. separable [473].

Separation [1397, 957, 2148, 1777].

Sequence [2545, 1026, 2076]. Sequences [1394, 1701, 1898, 1871]. sequencing [46].

Sequential [802, 113, 346]. SEQUOIA [1083, 847]. Serge [2044, 2284].

[1801, 1638, 1604, 650, 530, 1135, 888, 2234, 450, 1785, 1283, 492, 1288, 725, 910].
Space-efficient [1801]. space-filling [1785].
Spaces [1714, 1400, 1452, 600, 661, 2357].
Spain [2002, 2135]. sparely-populated [1258]. SPARQL
[2374]. Sparse [1647, 1634]. SPARTAN [1820]. Spatial
[1619, 1734, 657, 1060, 1005, 1767, 1724, 1723, 1500, 1430, 1502, 1652, 1397, 1867, 1006, 1271, 1618, 353, 600, 1398, 2091, 694, 2612, 2045, 871, 888, 409, 834, 625, 256, 529, 1272, 284].
spatial-merge [1272]. Spatio [2361, 2091].
Spatio-temporal [2361, 2091].
Spatiotemporal
[841, 1473, 2358, 1768, 2134]. Spatscheck
[2043]. speaking [1852, 1853]. Speaks
[2524, 2525, 2534, 2535, 2552, 2560, 2591, 2586, 2597, 2598, 2614, 2619, 1926, 1940, 1959, 1991, 2120, 2085, 2100, 2156, 2193, 2176, 2205, 2243, 2320, 2219, 2244, 2268, 2260, 2267, 2275, 2252, 2319, 2294, 2284, 2335, 2348, 2353, 2397, 2385, 2389, 2409, 2401, 2415, 2423, 2408, 2414, 2433, 2453, 2432, 2441, 2440, 2483, 2491, 2463, 2472].
Special [1580, 1895, 1355, 553, 2109, 888, 2301, 2159, 1599]. specialized [469, 125].
specifications [2204, 517, 714, 186, 1035].
specifying [586, 475]. spectrum [2031].
Speech [1085]. Speed [1711]. spent [1940].
SPIFFI [113]. Spirit [1669]. sponsored
[620]. sponsors [1330, 1353]. Spotfire
[1338]. Springer [1977, 2122].
Springer-Verlag [1977, 2122]. spruce
SQL-99 [1669]. SQL-based [561]. SQL/
CLI [1218]. SQL/MED [1962, 1682]. SQL/
MM [1906]. SQL/MP [1217]. SQL/OLB
[1597]. SQL/SE [814]. SQL/XML
[1949, 2105]. SQL3 [1617, 1034, 1088].
SQLEM [1761]. SQLJ [1528, 1597, 1693].
SQoUT [2327]. SR [1401]. SR-tree [1401].
Srivastava [2415]. SSD [2448]. SSDs
[2420]. Stable [30, 503, 865]. Stage [1737].
Staggered [995]. stand [215]. Standard
[1036, 1880, 1362, 1349, 1166, 455, 1363, 2209].
Standardization [1705, 1075, 323].
Standardizing [2552]. Standards
[212, 1576, 1617, 1705, 984, 2026, 2560, 983, 692, 689, 1771, 1242]. STanford
[1235, 2016, 1387, 633, 1201]. starburst
[537, 610, 690, 760, 813]. Start [1850].
STARTS [1387]. startup
[1926, 2252, 2284, 2409]. startups
[1959, 2267, 2491]. State [1300, 2617, 1244, 2058, 2503, 2430, 1882, 129, 5, 6].
State-of-the-art [2058, 2503]. Statement
[36, 1207, 1226]. statements [311]. Static
[2251, 1279, 506, 538]. Statistical
[2055, 259, 1122, 240, 1957]. Statistics
[1510, 1638]. Status
[136, 1034, 634, 1962, 1209, 628, 819].
Stefano [2252]. Step
[1005, 1495, 590, 78, 925, 1075]. Steps
[1705, 95]. Stepwise [359]. Steven [1944].
STHoles [1814]. Still [2568, 2156].
stochastic [502, 644]. stock [467].
Stonebraker [2129, 2530]. Storage
[1670, 1324, 1313, 408, 1460, 1503, 1562, 791, 1278, 1840, 120, 303, 1241, 1169, 2246, 1266, 460, 1141, 1934, 796, 847, 1911, 2176]. Store
[1396, 1023, 891, 643, 1058]. Stored
[1206, 2008, 2343, 1349, 697, 1653]. stores
[2396]. StorHouse [1840]. Storing [1653].
story [2398, 2138]. strange [1164].
Strategies
[988, 1320, 1621, 326, 759, 410, 789, 1911].
Strategy [1485, 357, 661, 725, 230, 2224].
Stratos [2598]. Stream


Third [2621, 616, 887, 366, 1096, 727, 1166, 2615, 2370, 2287, 1481, 2261, 2553, 2592].
Third-generation [616, 727, 1166].
third-generation/ODBMS [727]. Thor [1277]. Thoughts [372]. threat [1895]. three
[791, 2316, 1102, 180, 2116, 2272, 744, 2385]. three-level [180]. three-valued
[2316, 2272]. throughput [380, 2448].
Thumb [1460]. tier [1913]. tight [1663].
Timedriven [1687]. Timestamp [315].
timing [420]. Timothy [2088]. Tips [2180].
Toby [566]. TODS
[2195, 2143, 2220, 2245, 2547, 2529, 2580, 2588, 2610, 2029, 2178, 2245]. token [106].
tokens [333]. tolerance [786]. tolerant [1948, 1134, 2499, 1255, 1864, 1150]. Too
[1731, 1928, 891, 2348]. Tool
[1506, 1423, 1861, 541, 875, 2077, 1860, 459, 1559, 1304, 1302]. Toolbox [1046, 2412].
Toolkit [1399, 1551, 2027]. Tools [2158, 293, 2271, 2337, 10, 1947, 187, 1924, 1464].
toolset [391]. Top [240]. Top-down [240].
Topological [1111]. Toronto [2123]. Total
[2514, 266]. tough [2231]. Tova [2389]. TP
887, 1875, 706]. TPC
[1351, 1350, 2388, 1380, 849, 1163, 2232, 1782].
TPC-C [2388, 849, 1163, 2232]. TPC-D
[1351, 1350, 1380]. TPC-E [2388]. TPCC
[2232]. TPCC-UVa [2322]. Tractable
[2612, 1117]. Traffic [1760, 2514, 1544, 1868].
Transactional [1538, 1756, 1903].
Transactions [992, 1681, 994, 421, 653, 798, 587, 392, 1233, 773, 933, 2309, 795, 315, 416, 2483]. transfer
Transformations [1487, 2404].
Transforming [2342]. transforms [2255].
Transient [1509, 773]. Transition
[1040, 623, 522]. Transitive
[1028, 525, 401, 613, 571]. Translation
[562, 2564, 1181, 2199]. Transmission
[1679]. Transparent [1521].
transportation [2392]. TRANSSOFT [928]. travel [2097]. Traversal [338, 524].
Treasurer [199, 1951, 114, 96]. Tree
[2603, 1632, 2602, 1012, 1838, 598, 1570, 1128, 1110, 2202, 2234, 1011, 1830, 2489, 2073, 1572, 1889, 1190, 686, 2150, 1401].
Tree-Structured [2603, 2602]. Trees
Trends [110, 2031, 2100]. Trento [2446].
tribute [2296, 2144, 2028]. trie [1116].
true [2085]. Trust [2241, 1969, 2385].
Trusted [959, 1912, 819, 958]. Truth
[1751, 697]. try [2294]. Tsichritzis [100].
TSIMMIS [1181, 1424, 1557]. TSQL2
[1069, 976, 1068]. TUM [2518].
tumble [1817]. Tuning [1553, 1727, 1633, 925, 1412, 2089, 1535, 900, 2335, 2401]. Tuple [562].
tuples [891, 276]. Turbo [1710]. Turbo-charging [1710]. Turing
[2530, 2302]. Turmoil [1204]. Tutorial [140, 142, 144, 1169, 1068, 42, 1526, 1529, 1145, 1413, 1528, 1876, 1527, 1769]. tweets [2422]. twente [2127, 964]. twig [2429].


Zaniolo [2591]. ZOO [1437]. Zurich [2336, 982, 981].
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